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$1.5 million

SG book ·
exchange
bill vetoed

in, pho"nes
insfa·11ed

by Mark Jeffries

by Lisa Moller

Future staff.

Future staff

A student senate bill funding a
Student Government Book Exchange was vetoed Dec. 4 by Dr.
LeVester Tubbs, ·asso~iate. vice
president of Student Affairs. The
exchange would have opened Dec.
14, but now will not get underway in
time for the beginning of the the spring semester.
Tubbs said the main reasons for.
the veto were a lack of written
opera ting porcedures · in certain
"" areas and fear that the exchange
would lof'e a large amount of ~he
$12,000 it was allocated to open
with. Tubbs also said he was worried that the book exchange would
cause competition between itself
and the campus bookstore, instead
of providing a s·ervice for the
students as it was originally intended to do.
Tubbs said tlwt ~ertain operating
procedures for the exchange were
~ not clearly defined. ''The program
should oe structu. ed ·so that it will
'I.
"'ork effectively,., Tubbs said. He
said a "procedures manual, or
manual of operatjon" should have
been prepared for that purpose.
Tubbs said he was also concerned
because the $12:000 for the exchange was coming from the SG 's
~
Unallocated Res·er\!e, which was
considerably decreased by the Barb Ouellette and her dog ~yan exercise on the Student Center Green
-..·,•·.E xc hange,
·
pagf; 6 Wednesday as the sun sets behind them.

A g1r
• I' b ·es·t fr1en
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UCF is spending over $1.5 million
on a new phone system, according to
Bill Morris, director of operations
analysis at UCF. The Rolm system,
in the installment stage since
. August, will be complete Dec. 18.
The system is owned totally by
the university, and ties in with offcampus lines owned and operated by
Southern Bell.
Complaints have been raised by
resident students that they Will no
longer be able .to niake long distance
calls from their dormitory r o o v m .
Housing people say the privilege .
was never granted to students in the
first place.
·
·
·
'!The only · reason students are
able to make long_ distance calls
from their rooms .is they get around
the system somehow," said one
housing secretary.
People in UCF's housing and
finance departments said they .feel
students should be willing and able
to make long distanc.e calls from the
pay phones located O'ijtside dormitory· rooms. One accountant said,
"asking to be able to make long
distance calls from the rooms is asking for too much."

Chris McCray, director of hous. ing, said that in the past Southern
Bell experienced problems with ·collecting overdue phone bills from
UCF students. Southern Bell came
. to the university and .a sked for
assistance in the matter. Collection
officials ~sked that grades or
transcripts be withheld from
•. students whose bills were not paid.
- Some student accounts ran as 'high
as $500, that Southern Bell could ·
by Michele Gich
to the records Gray was lacking four Kilbride.
not colleet.
Future staff
summer hours of credit.
Most students wait to be advised
·" No effort at all was made to con- the week before registration, exMorris explained that though the
For Helen Haustatter, a senior -at tact me about the. problem," said plains Kilbride. Often. during this university could "under~tand
UCF, it was a day that began with a Hudson. "I probably would have period, students can't get the in- Southern Bell's problems, they were
found out at the ceremony when my dividual attention they need because not in the (bill collecting) business.''.
smile and ended with tears. ~ ·
After four long years of college, name wasn't called!."
If students were allowed to make
of long lines and because of the proAccording to I.E. Knight, director fessor' s involvement with finals and long distance calls, they would be reHelen was ready to graduate. Her
job interview that particular of Records and Registration at UCF, averaging of grades.
quired to finance the cost of an acNovember morning went extremely apprmtjmately 20 percent of those · Knight says the registrar's office counting clerk and additional
well. And unlike some graduating students who fill out an intent to - does .a s much as possible to en~ telephone equipment needed to hanstudents, employment in the neEµ" graduate form do not 'finish school courage advisement.
dle the calls, in addition to the norfuture looked optimistic for Helen. . when planned.
"For examp_le, the reason we mal long distance bills.
But later the same day, Helen was
'.'This is particularly true with · distribute trial and advisement
given the shattering news that her graduate student"s since many don't schedules to each department is to
Salary for an accounting clerk, ac·
graduation was being delayed.
complete their the~is in time,'' says get the studen~s over there," says cording to university Business
Three credit hours of upper-level Knight. ''It usually doesn't come as Knight. ''At · least t)len,. students Manager Joyce Clampett would be
classes
were preventing her from .a surprise ·to most students."
will be ~in the right area for advise- approximately $12,000 which in6
graduating.
The problem with students not ment and possibly consider it."
cludes benefits and taxes. The cost
Lik~wise, marketing major Gray graduating as scheduled apparently
Furthermore, the College of of the clerk would increase student
Hudson invited his parents and stems from lack of advisement.
Business tries to . prevent advise- fees by $8 per year.
grandparents to the graduation Wade R. Kilbride, assistant dean in ment problems . by completing a
ceremony on Dec. 18. Plane reserva- the College of Business Records Of- check-sheet on each student as he
Students also would 11eed to pay
tions and other arrangements had fice, says that most students who nears graduation.
$50 for the device used to charge
.
get into trouble are self-advised.
been made.
and record the calls.
A copy of the evaluation is sent to
Kilbride estimates that 70 percent the student stating all unfulfilled
Three weeks· before graduation
Gray stopped by the College of of the students in his college do not departmental and university reA question asked by Morris was
Business to check his records. To seek academic advisement.
quirements, Kilbride explains.
how fair the· system · would be . to
"Academic advisement can be a
his surprise, a small piece of paper
".This method usually catches all
those students who would. pay for
attached to the file indicated he frustrating experience for ·both the the problems which might have : but not use the privilege. ''There can
wouldn't be graduating. According student and the professor," says
· Graduauo~pa~e5
Phones, page 4

Grad.uation time?

· At the wire, some students have to go an ext'ra mile
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AT A

GLANCE

Events ·

•••

Walt Disney's, "Black Hole", will be shown tonight at 8:30 and Dec. 13 in
the ~nginneering Auditorium.

• ••

The do~town YMCA will be offering free fitness testing~ non-YMCA
members now until Dec. 18.
A certified YMCA fitness specialist will administer the test which includes measure of muscular strength, muscular endurance, body composition, (percentage of body fat) flexibility and cardiovascular endurance.
For .more details, call the YMCA at 896-6901 and ask for Chip O'Hem or
Bob Goddard.

•••

Students can register to vote Dec. 14 to 17 from 1 to 4 p.m. in front of the
Knight's Den. An ID with a current address and signature of the student
are required. .

•••
• ••
Library hours during the holiday vacation:

The Health Center will be open during the holiday vacation from 8 a.m. to
'5 p.m. on weekdays only.
Dec. 17 ·
.
Dec. 18 to Jan 5
Closed on Saturdays and Sundays .

)

7:45 a.m. - 8 p.m.

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

•••

The Alpha Tau Omega fraternity at UCF is operating its 11th
annual "Rent-A-Santa" project. All proceeds will go to the Muscular
·
Dystrophy Association.
Santa,accompanied · by town elves, will be available from now
until Dec. 24, by appointment, for vis'its to homes, offices,
businesses and parties throughout the area. Appointments may be
_ • • •
. made by calling 6?8-355K
Two review courses for those planning to enter graduate studies or law
school will be offered this month and next through the UCF College of Extended Studies
The first course, for perspective graduate s~udents, begins Dec. 15, with
classes from 7 to 10 p.m. each Tuesday evening through Jan. 19 at St.
Richard's Episcopal Church, 5151 Lake Howell Road, Winter Park. The ~60.
fee includes a text and ~omprehensive reviews of mathematics, reasoning
skills, verbal and written skills, and test procedures.
Starting Jan. 12, also at St. Richards, there will be a month-long review
for those who intend to take the Law School Admission Test. Topics will in• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • elude practical judgement and English, verbal logic, cases and principles,
and quantative comparisons. Classes will meet each Thursday from 7 to 10
p.m. The fee, with text, is $95.
For further information, contact the.UCF College of Extended Studies, at
X-2123. Enrollment is limited.

HEY

• ••

For-Eyes!
At ·no extra charge:

o Photogrey Lenses
o sunglasses

o
o
o
o

FRAMES & LENSES
COMPLETE

SJJ
546 Bifocals

• ••

•

Plastic Lenses
Fashjon Tints
Wire Frames
selection of 300

o oversize tenses
D Quality Guaranteed ·.

The Christi¢1 Service Center's Meals on Wheels volunteers deliver two
meals daily to more than 550 elderly and disabled shut-ins (average age - 87
years).
Readers who would like to donate a gift may drop it off at the nearest Red
Lobster Restaurant,. the First Federal Savings and Loan of Orlando, or the
~hristian Service Center at 623 South Hughey Ave.,downtown Orlando.
Call 425-7873 for other drop-off points.
Gian-Carlo Menotti's t;pera, ''Amahl and the Night Visitors,'' will be performed in the First Presbyterian Church of Maitland sanctuary on Dec. 20
and Dec. 21. at 7:30 p.m. The church is located on Highway 17-92 and
Geprge Ave., one block north of the 17-92 and.Horatio Ave. inter.section.
Also on both evenings, five · outdoor liying nativity scenes will be
presented bef~re ·and after the opera .

••••

The Holiday Season is approaching, and the 581 developmentally
disabled residents of Sunland Center at Orlando are already ~aking their
·
wish lists.
Those interested in donating to the center can call 298-6510.

•••

FREE T-SHIRT
WfPURCHASE
AND STUDENT l.D.

The Psychoiogy Club of UCF recently petitioned for a CQarter at UCF
and received approval on Nov. 9.
Psi Chi was established in 1929 and is nationally recognized as the honor
society in psychology.
·Installation of the chapter and initiation of the charter members will be
held today at 7 p.m. in the Rehearsal Hall.
Thirty-eight students and four faculty were approved for charter membership, which requires at least a 3.2 overall GPA, a 3.0 UCF GP A, completion
of a:t least eight semester hours of psychology courses at UCF with at least
a 3.4 GPA.

(OFFER GOOD THROUGH DEC. 31)

OR

Update

The greatest values in sight. TM
Construction of the new pool picnic pavillion will begin shortly with the
entire project being completed by the.spring semester. The cost of this project is $8,300: $3,600 from student money for parts and $4, 700 from univerLocations m: Florida . California . Delaware. Illinois. Maryland .
Massachu setts . New Jersey. Pennsylvania. Virginia and Washington . D.C.
sity monev for labor.
New furniture is to be supplied by Recreational Services, which will include
four picnic tables with umbrellas, one large grill -and-two· small grills. A
sound system purchased by Recreational Services will be piped out to the
. .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •.. oavillion area and possibly into the weight lifting dome .
Cassleberry • 430 East Highway 436, ( 1/2 mile east of 17-92} • 339-0400
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Committee proposes
mandatory meal plan;
some members object

·New arrivals
Exceptional Ed
•

•

· .Page 3
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u~dergrad

progrqm

A new undergraduate degree program in Exceptional Ed~cation has
been approved for UCF's College of Education in which students will
specialize in teaching those with specific learning disabilities, the emotionally handi~pped or mentally retarded.
The program was .developed in cooperation with six ·directors of exceptional education from the area and with State Department officials.
Other state universities have had undergraduate programs in ·exceptional education, but this will. be a first for UCF which has offered only a
masters degree until now.
.
''The new program will satisfy two needs--the need for teache:r2 to be
trained to deal with jutJior and senior high stud~nts and the need for
teachers to be taught how to deal with students who are profoundly handicapped," said Dr. John Powell, chairman of Educational Services in the
college. The ~;_.·st class will ~egin next fall.

I'
1

•

by Lisa Motler
Future st.uff

A committee investigating resident student meai plans has proposed maintaining UCF's present !Ilandatory system next semester, accor- ding to the group's chairman, Dick
Scott.

meeting was held at a time when
none of the student members could
attend: The meeting, held on a Tuesday at 3 p.m., coincided with a stu•
dent senate meeting, always
scheduled at that time, Chandler
said. Other·students said they could
not be there due to conflicts with
other meetings and studies.

Scott, director of UCF's auxiliary
Scott said he had asked all comservices which manages the .campus · mittee members to notify him of the
food · service (SAGA), said "~t this ! b~st possible time to meet. "The
time my committee of six does not meeting was scheduled for Tuesday
feel that it would be in the students' at 3 because that is when I was told
best inter~sts to go to a voluntary everyone could be there,'' Scott said .
,,
.
meal plan for spring semester.'' He
A-new minor Is being offered by the English Department in Technical
that
hls
committee
is
looking
Lat~r
I
learned
that not every
added
Writing and Editing spring semester. Ms. Gloria Jaffe will be the
the
possibility
of
going
to
·a
comnuttee
mem?er
~ould
be able to
into
primary instructor; 22 .credit hours are required.
next
fall.
attend
the
meetmg.
voluntary
meal
plan
for
Dr. Stuart Omans, acting chairman of the English Department said,
Scott said he did not think
.
"The .Purpose of this minor is to create good Writers who are as expert
Student Body Pres1d.e nt, Geor~e rescheduling the meeting "was a
and versatile in·the theory and practice of technical writing as a math maChandler, a member of the comrmt- · od 1'd "
·
jor is in mathematics."
tee, said that he and Student. go ·
ea.
Entrance into the program is limited to 15 students. Omans said the
Chandler said the letter sent' to
Government would fight against the
department wants to keep the program selective. Interested students
plan being proposed for spring students ''implied that all commitshould contact Jaffe, Omans, or Dr. ltichard Grove.
semester. He said he disagreed with tee members had given their consent
Omans said, "The principle behind the course arrangement is to adScott's findings which he said did. and agreed. to what was said; this
vance the student from the theory of technical writing to the practice of . not represent all the six. committee was not the case."
technical writing. "
members' opinions. · In fact, Chandler added, ''none of
"Enthusiastic interest has been shown for the minor by Westinghouse
,· The plan ·would be a continuation the student committee members had ·
Electric, Harris Corporation, International Lasers, and Martin Marrietof the mandatory p~an used this fall. agreed.with the letter or what Scott
ta," Omans said. "Westinghouse has already agreed to an internship proMeal prices would range from $608 tried to push through.''
gram with UCF."
to $1062 for two semesters, depenScott said the student members of
ding on the plan chosen by the stuthe
committee voiced no objections
dent.
to ·t he letter to him personally. He
Resident students currently must also said, ''all this had been discusssign up for the meal plan to live on ed and as far as I knew we we.re in
campus. This is the portion of the agreement.'.'
"The finalj_udgement,'' .Omans said, "will be determined by the quality
plan that Chandler said he must
of the students we produce.''
.
.
Chandler also questioned Scott's
fight.
The Alamo and other Hispanic contributions to America will be
cost
estimates for the meal plan. He
Following a Nov. 24 meeting, the
remembered jn a new course offered by the history department for the
said
Scott's figures were lower than
committee sent a letter -to dormitory
spring semester. Visiting Professor · Jose B. Fernandez will teach the
w1iat
the student would actually
students explaining that the comcourse entitled "Hispanic Minorities in the United States .." .
·
pay.
mittee, "composed of students and
The co\lrse is an upper division ·one that can fulfill the Hi~tory or
Scott said: ''If Chanciler is trying
administrators,"
did not recomHu~ties and Fine Arts require~ents for the General E4ucation Promend moving to a voluntary meal to tell us that our cash prices are ~o~
gram.
.
.
.
.
.
f
plan for the spring semeste~ high enough I will have to agree
"The purpose of the course Is to give an histoncal perspec~Ive o
because:
at the present time, the with him. We should be charging
Hispanics in America frol\l 1515 through ~oday,". Fe~andez said.. We
voluntary meal plan is not financial- anywhere froID: $6 to $8. But then ·
will examine the different aspects of Hispamc contnbut1ons to Amencan
ly feasible; all students are already we are not in the cash business.''
history.
·
. .
.
.
.
under contract for a meal plan; hous''The course is offered because ·after native Amencans, H1spamcs have
According to Florida law, auxinhabited America longer that any other. minority. Also, America has a · ing is not expected to be filled for iliary services should be a non-profit
the spring term; and, financial aid organization. Last year, the food
large Hispan'ic population of · 15 to 16 million. UCF itself has a fair
would not be available to offset the service portion. of auxiliary services
number of Hispanic students," Ferruµidez said.
additional.cost.
made an $18,000 profit. According
Fernandez previously taught the course at the University of Color~do
Chandler, one of three students on to ·Scott, the ptofi t was used on a .
where he is visiting from.
will be teaching at UCF for a year.
the food committee, said the Nov. 24 debt incurred over .six years ago. ·
by Kim Hawley

Minor offered in technical ·Nriting

Prof9S5Qr to teach claS5 on Hispanic history

He

Auf Wiedersehen! Thanks to all the editors and
staffers who I've confounded, puzzled, and
exasperated over the last 3Yz years. Thanks
especially to Griff, Lee, Mary, Mark, Kat, l>i,, and
all the others whose friendship made this· more
than a job. Go Packers!
DavM>

CELEBRATE THE NEW YEAR!

MOTEL
2 Blocks N. of Stoplight
on 419 in Oviedo

WITH

*C<'LORTV
*KING SIZE BEDS
*WATERBED
*REASONABLE RATES
*PERSONAL
ATMOSPHERE

HATS-HORNS-NOISEMAKERS-STREAMERS

365-5276

$2 SINGLES $3. GO.UPLES

JOHN CflARLES
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Phones----------frompage1 SC to fund College
be no experimenting to see whether
the long distance idea will work,''
Morris said, "It has to be a yes or no
answer."
The phone system is a way o{ saving money said Morris. ''Ms.
Clampett attended a conference on
ways to cut costs. She and I got
together and found that the university was spending alot of money on
the phone system every year. We
found this· sytem and it's working."
An alternative method that might
be used to avoid charging all

to the operator if the student's account was current. If the bill was

Bowl All·Sfar trip
by Lee Elliott
Entertainment ~ltor

paid, the operator would connect the
call. UCF's Student Government is
The programs and Activities
investig~ting the1TT system. "It
Council
voted Tuesday to foot the
would also relieve the university·
bill for the College All-Star team's
from playing bill collector," Morris trip to the regionals.
Earlier this term, the Student
said.
Center
had not planned to fund the
The long distance phone service
"financi~l _Problems" as
trip
citing
offered by ITT costs less than that
the reason, according to College
of Southern Bell. Students would
Bowl organizer Carl Jenne.
pay per call and get an approximate
All-Stars Barton Weeks, Tom Ter40 percent savings from the · same ·
call made on the Bell system.
rell, Steve Raj tar _and Larry Rum-

students for the option that only a
few would use is owned by lriterna- Norma.n the Armadillo
tional Telephone and Telegraph
(ITT). It is currently being .tested in
W~&.t. I ~o l.O~b I El.M.0 Io~' f'~\ErJD !
several university markets. _I T'S il Me fo( ME "fO
Students interested in inaking
long distance calls would sign up
R.oM) !
with ITT. Each student subscriber -

bough approached the Student
Senate about tapping Clubs and
Organizations resources to help
finance the February trip to Atlanta. The regionals are estimated to
cost about $250 to $400, including
travel, registration and other expenses.
Sen. Rob Rotter wrote a bill which
would have gone before the Senate
Tuesday: After the PAC v~ted to
send the team, Rotter withdrew the
.b.ill.

by Dave Mitchell.

I

ONE t.A~\

QAt> ~~e Fa~
W+.\~T A

-nr-.es' SA~E!

GOY/

would be issued a private number
similar to that on a bank card. When
the· subscriber wanted to make a
phone call he would call ITT's
operator and give the number he
was assigned. The number, - used
for billing purposes, would indicate

!MARKETPLACE
typists

for sale
Altamonte Springs. Roommate to share luxury
condo incl. fireplace & wet bar. S2351mo. & Yz
util. Call 422-6897 or 859-4099.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED! Non-smoker to
share a l·bdrm. apt. $1151mo. & Yz utilities. Call
282-5870. HAYSTACK.
Roommate needed to share 3-bdrm. 2-bath house
immediately available. $140/mo. Call 645-2777
after& PM.
Non-smoker wanted to share furnished 2·bdrm.
home off SR 420. $1501mo. & Yz util. Call Andy,
275-6474 or 275-2638.

1978 Ford Fairmont 2·dbor, 4 cyi., 4-spd., new EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Term
radials, new brakes, excellent condition, $2200. papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction
677·5~25 days, 831-7547 evenings.
· of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included.
Reasonable. Call Bea, 678-1386.
Smith Corona elec. typewriter, 10 months old.
New, $256. Sale, $125. 678-4295 any time.
MPROVEYoUR GRADES, FAST ACCURATE
TYPING, REASONABLE RATES!. 10% DISCOUNT
'1980 Toyota Celica SIT, loaded, 5-sp. 12,500 mi. WITH AD. Paper supplied, editing if requested. ·
$6,500. Ph. 277-6115.
exp., full-time. Kathy's Typing Service. 568-2969.

.

.

services
BALLOONS
A great way to say Happy Holidays or just Hi.
Either way you'll be happy you said it with helium
1, 2, or 3 dozen delivered by singing tuxedoed
messenger. Show you care. Call Balloonatics at
275-4173 or 275-4372 now. Fantastic rates!

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control intormatlon,
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low
'sky Kennel for large dog, $25. In perfect con· Typing s~ialist for students & professors. IBM cost, confidential services.
·
Central Florida Women's
dition. Call 277-4398.
& Turabian style. Nanc~. 851-4489.
·
Health Organization
Pioneer KP 7500, AMIFM cassette car stereo, Miscellaneous typing wanted. Reasonable. Call
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
$160. 869-5326. Never been used.
855-7325 after 5 PM.
898-0921

I--

Female needed to share 2-bed & 2-bath apt. wl
another female. 3 miles from UCF. Call -Karen at
671-8117.

SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS, TRUCKS. Car·inv. value Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist, 16 yrs. ex$2143 sold for $100. For information on pur· perience at low rates; call DAY or EVENINGS 678chasing similar bargains, call 602-941·8014 Ext. 4360_._ _
8587. Phone call refundable.
Apartment avail. in Jan. 2-bed & 2-bath. $180 per
TYPIST • Secret-ary with 10 -yea..S experience
month & Yz utilities. Newly constructed. Call Ivan Per.feet starter. 212 A·frame home on 314 acre lot, would like to type term papers, thesis, etc. Call
or Mike at 282-4853.
low cash down, motivated seller, close to EIW Ex~ DIANE SMITH, 898-7618.
•------------------tpressway & downtown. Only $52,500. Call 869-6100 for Edd Sinnett R.A.
Typing service available. 11 years experience.
Close to UCF. Call Denise, 275-6257.
·8ool table •• Sear's Briarwood, full size, $200.
Professional typing. Quality service at an afforThe UCF Police Dept. has the followjng lost ar- 678-1542.
dable
price. One day service. Call us! 425-8745.
ticles:
Man's Watch (Texas Instrument)
RESUMES
Tooled leather change purse
Professionally prepared by certified professional .
Cross pen with cover
counselor.
Calculator (Texas Instrument)
tour operator looking for tour guides. Full time
End of the Year Special
JadelDiamond ring
and part time for vacation months. Must speak Resume, counse.ling, ·preparing, and designing, &
Sharp Calculator (credit'card size)
Anyone missing any of these articles may come to Spanish!..no experience necessary. Call 855-6330. - 50 typed original resumes. Not copied or printed.
$90 value only $39.95. 678-6007.
the Police Dept. between 8:30 AM and 4:00 PM
Part-time job, 2·3 general clerical. Exp. preferred.
M-F to identify and claim them.
Call 894-2321 before 2:30 PM. After 4 PM call
1----------..,.-------r677-7116.
TYPING •· appearance counts in grading! Ex·
perienced typist • 1 mi. from campus . do all types
We are the nation's Jargest management co. and of work. Materials & minor editing included. IBM
are always searching for new talen't. We have an Sel. II. Marti, 365-6874 before 7:30 AM or after
Hoioe for rent: 4-bdrm. 2-bath with util. Con· opening now in one of the major show groups for 5:30 PM or UCF X2811.
venlently located in Goldenrod. Fenced-in yard. vocalists and musicians who are interested in full·
time travel, steady income, and possible recording Expert typing: term papers, thesis, reports,
Call 671·7942 or 876-3116 after 5 PM.
and TV work. Please caH Ginger Martin at 677· resumes, etc. IBM typewriter. Best rates in town.
.
New duplex for rent, half mile from UCF. 2·br. 2- 5995.
Teresa, 869-0684.
bath, Ac, wash/dryer, . dishwasher, & burglar
The FUTURE newspaper needs typesetters begin·
alarm. $4001mo. Call 862-0733.
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
ning immediately and the Spring term. Must be Guaranteed 100% ·accuracy. Expert correction of
able
to
type
40
words
per
minute
and
arrange
Very ~ear · ucF, new duplex, 2-bed 2-bath, central
spelling, grammar, punctuation. Term papers, '
air/heat, range, refrigerator, carpeted, storage schedule to work Wed. evenings &/or Thurs. mor· thesis, dissertations, research papers, resumes,
room, wooded lot, very clean. S3501mo. 894- nings. Will be trained on video display terminals & and typing. All work prepared on IBM display
areas of production. Call 275-2865 or come by the writers. Full·time staff, all have college degrees.
2434.
business office trailer across from the Student 24-hr. turnaround avail. 671·3007.
Wanted: someone to assume lease thru 1 May '82 Health Center.
on a l·bdrm. furn. _apt. 1h mile from UCF. Rent is
$250/month. Dec. rent, last month's rent, and sec. Good flexible job for-dependable students for a SEC~ETARIAL SOLUTIONS: typing instructor in·
ested in typing your term papers, theses, &
dep. already paid. Move in after 20 Dec. Call 273- custom cleaning service. Must have car & phone.
3.50/4.25 per hr. Call 671-7463 for an interview. dissertations. Longwood, Altamonte, & Winter Pk.
9878 after 7 PM. Ask for Gary.
area. Call Marlene after 3 PM, 862-4385.

lost& found

•------------------1
helpwant~d

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223
Free Pap smear ind breast exam
Call for appointment-Counseling for men
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori. .
Gay Community Services of Central Florida of.
fering legal and medical referral, ·counseling, hot ·
line with trained members & special activities. For
information call 843-2750.
.ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY TEST~
LOW COST BIRTH CONT,.OL. Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725
·N. Magnolia Avenue. Available by phone 24 .hours
a day: 422-0606; or toll free 1 (800) 432-8517.

personal
Congratulations Chi-Phi Greg on graduating. Good
_lqck in the future. Reenie

for rent

273-5610

carpoo~

-UNIVERSITY VILLAS
Furnished & Unfurnished ·5235-$26()
2 Pools, Tennis Courts

On-site bus svc. to·UCF & Colonial Mall

EXPERIENCED TYPIST - FAST - ACCURATE EDITING-DAY OR EVENING-678-0241.

Going to Wisconsin Dec. 19 • 26. Will drive or Typing, dictation, notary. Term papers.
Call 277·3506 after 4 PM.
manuscripts, _resumes, etc. Fast, efficient,
reasonable, references, extras. Call Linda, 896-

share~

820~_.

~OC

&'J{8.

~ fill. - .

l:::linic

PllYSICIAN MA AGED
FSfABUSHED 1973

')
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Grad uati on---------from page I'~"'
prevented a senior from graduating
on time," says Kilbride.
There are some students though,
who never receive the notice because
of an address change or other unforeseen circumstance, says
Kilbride. "It is with these students
most problems occur.
Dr. Beth Barnes, assistant dean of
Under Graduate Studies feels it is
important for students to stick with
one adviser.

advisement at UCF is improving
but that students need to take advantage of it.
Kilbride says he would like to see
peer advising expanded and
publicized so that students know the
service is available.
Knight feels there are additional
administrative measures which
could improve advisement.
Every time a student withdraws
from a class, says Knight, the
students should be required to obGoing to the same adviser each tain a signature from the professor
consecutive semester, allows the
so that he can be exposed to adviseprofessor to become more ·familiar ment at that time.
This should also be the case for
with the student and his individual
needs, Barnes said.
students ~v !.: ·~ fill out a transient
Assistant Registrar Sam Boone form indicating they wish to
says that students should fill out an transfer fr u!il the universl.ty, sug·
inte~t-to-graduate form no later · gests Knight . "We need counseling
than the add-drop period in the for retention of students at UCF,"
semester they plan to graduate.
he added.
Knight further explains that adKilbride feels that the quality of

,~

,

visement should not be limited to
just academics but should cover

incentive for prQfessors to be good
advisors , Knight says.

such aspects as retention and -Job
placement as well.
According to Dr. Kenneth Fisher,

A current. improvement tQ the advisement program will go into effect
next week during registration.

director of Peer Advising, faculty
An iriformation table will be manmembers must teach, publish, serv~
ned ·by qualified faculty to give
on departmental and university . students general advisement on
committees, and get involved in
community activities in order to get such things as the semester system,
promoted.
·
class schedules, the general educaIf advisement affected tenure, tion program and the forgiveness
perhaps there would be more of an policy, Knight explained.

Phase 1 of research park costs $2 ,million
by Elizabeth lwaszuk
Future staff

•

Two million dollars in roadways, utility lines
and landscaping is being spent on the first phase
of land development for the Central Florida
Research Park which will be located just s9uth of
the UCF main campus.
The Research Park will cover 550 acres of land
with expan~ion capacity of almost 1,400 acres. A
private investor is financing· the project. His or
her name, however·could not be released.
A research park is very similar to an industrial
park where state agencies on private companies
conduct research that · is beneficial both to the
company and the college it is connected with.
The origination of a research park ·in Central
Florida was spurred by the success of other such
:parks at Stanford University, the University of
North Carolina and Princeton University.

"Actual construction on buildings could start
soon," said Ralph D. Gunter, executive director
of the park.
The Research Park is a joint effort of UCF ~d
the Orange County Research and Development
Authority.
Gunter explained that a well-planned and
managed research park can strehgthen the
economic base of the area and improve the quality of higher education.
Dane McGovern, administrative assistant of
the park, listed the potential benefits of a
research park to students and faculty: expanded
research opportunities for facµlty members; opportunities for graduate and undergraduate
students to get hands-on research experience
within their majors and step-on jobs after graduation; expanded co-op education opportunities;
and, the potential for valuable contributions to
UCF by Research Park tena~ts and the park

NEED AUTO INSURANCE?i ,
You need to call ...
898-2454
.~

Reward

, -Wanted- .

STU,D ENTS
DEBBIE TAYLOR

•Passports
•License
•I.D.
•Color& B/W

•Individuals
•Couples
•Groups
•Composits
•Weddings
•Dances
.. & Parties

ARE YOU UP OR down TODAY?
FIND OUT WHAT TOMORROW HAS IN STORE FOR YOU!
HOW TO UVE WITH YOUR UFE CYCLES
UTIUZE THE POWER OF BIORIMHM
.TO HE'-' YOU PLAN AHEAD TO BEST ADVANTAGE!

DISCOVER YOUR BEST DAYS:
PHYSICALLY, EMOTIONALLY _AND INTELLECTUALLY.!
FOR FREE INFORMATION SEND SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED fNVElOPE TO:

( f .,
~

I

MATHASON DATA S1STEMS, INC.
P.O. BOX 14604·
NORTH PALM BEACH, Fl 3M08
PHONE: (305) 622-8208
GIVE THE CIFT OF BIORIMHM FOR THE HOUDAYSfff

I

10% DISCOUNT WITH I.D. CARD

F otographic Services·
1809 East Colonial Drive 896-2050

The Mott Complete Radiator Shop
In Central Florida
"FREE'' TRANSPORTATION
IN UCFAREA

MASTER CHARGE • VISA • AMERICAN EXPRESS'

10662 E. ColHi~ Dr.

1he

Rock

'. HOUSe

Th• Rock Hous•

RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

275-9327

.

Are you tired of looking for
happiness? No matter what
you do, fulfillment con only
be found in Jesus Christ.
He wants you to know Him
pe~sonally. Come and ,
~- learn ho_w great life con
· - .. be! Tuesdays at 7 p.m.

"LOW PRICES."

"

itself.
So far Gunter is not willing to release any of the
possible tenants for the p~k because of the
various stages of negotiation going on.
The tenants are chosen on the basis of whether
they are planning to spend a reasonable amount
of time on research that would be mutually advantageous to them and UCF, according to
Gunter.
The tenants, who will have the option to buy or
lease from two to 200 acres of land, must also
follow a master plan defining building construction and landscaping. The architecture of the
. buildings will model the University's facilities.
The preservation of the area's natural beauty is
all considered in detailed form, Gunter said,
because of his strong feelings that the enviroment
·of the park must be condudve-to creativity.
·"It must be first class or we don't go at all,"
said Gunter.
·

Union Park

Youth Ministry of Calvary Assembli.i
1199· Cloy Street, Win.ter Park

644-1199
(located between Par and Fairbanks Exits of 1-4)
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Exchange frompage1

HAPPY HOUR
4PMto6PM
MONDAY· FRIDAY
55¢ DRAFT
$.275 PITCHERS

$25,000 loss- from the homecon}ing
concert. The reservce may be needed to fund some campus agencies,
Tubbs said, because the expected
decline in student enrollment this
spring will reduce the amount of
funds coming to the SG's Activity
and Service Fee Fund. ASF money
comes from student tuitions and
provides funding for 20 campus
organizations.
Tubbs pointed out that there is
already one student-ope.rated book
exchange on campus. "Why can't
we'take the one we have, correct any
problems existing in its operation,
and expand on it?," Tubbs asked.
In a memorandum explaining his
- reasons for vetoing the · project,
Tubbs suggested the exchange
might operate on a consignment
basis now, with students receiving
money only after the books they br·
ing to the exchange are sold. He
then suggested that an exchange
buy-back program could start during the summer semester. By that
time, he said, all details pertaining
to the operation of the exchange
·could be worked out.
Senators Rob Rotter and Pat Cornelius, introducers of the book exchange bill, were disappointed with
Tubb 's decision to veto it.
Cornelius said that administration
concern about possible competition
for the bookstore from ·the exchange
was an excuse fo keep students from
saving money on textbooks.
"We were trying to offer an alternative to the bookstore," Cornelius
said. ' ''We couldn't offer competition because we weren't going to be
large enough. ' ' Rotter added that
the administration "Didn't want
competition for the bookstore: they
didn '. t want fo-give the students a
break.''
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Olympia: have it Greek style
"

.

.

by Lee Elliott

remarkable improvement over
Ente~ornment Editor
bargain beef at loca) Steak hOUSeS.
Olympia's prices are competitive
Dinner and dancing at the Olym- with steak houses--a huge dinner for
pia Restaurant at 8505 E. Colonial two with drinks and Greek salad
Dr. is apt to be a little different. The averages about $15 to $20.
dancing is done by helly dancers on
Dimitrios is justifiably proud of
Thursday, Friday and Saturday his fare. The menu offers youveccf
nights, with traditional Greek danc- (roast .Iamb}_, souvlaki and shishing by everyone afterwards.
ke- ' bah (marinated
It's a popular attraction, says the meat on a ~k~.wer),
host, Dimitrios. On those nights, dohnathakil
people are usually lined up outside - (stuffed
waiting for a table' in the small, grape leaves),
mQusakas (eggplant
intimately-lit restaurant.
But dancing is secondary to the and beef topped with
excellent cuisine. Hot, dry countries Bechamel sauce), kalamarakia
te~~ to produce some of the riches~, (Greek squid), as well as fish,
sp1c1est f~~s around, and Greece is shrimp, ste~, chops and spaghetti.
~o exceptio~. Because the meats are
A great trio of sandwiches served
usually marmated,. they have a full on pita (pocket bread) sell for $2.50
flavor anQ. except10nal texture; a each: _souvlaki, ~os, or beefteki.

by Lee Elliott
Enlerlojnment Editor

A very special gift of the season is
in store for WUCF-FM listeners.
Beginning at 7 p.m. on New Year's
Eve, the station will take you on a
sentimental journey through the inc~edible big band era.
· The syndicated 6-hour program is
hosted by bandleader Ron Harvey,
and aired by Program Director Dave
Bachynski--who calls the special "a
unique way to spend New Year's."
.The swing years live again
through the wonderfully evocative
sounds of Tommy and Jimmy
Dorsey, Harry James, Glenn Miller,

....

sometimes continues until the early
morning hours--is an unexpected
bonus. Try it, then flaunt your good
taste with one oftheir free bumper
stickers; "Have it Greek ~tyle." ·

A New Year's·gift .from WUCF·F·M

...

--

The menu accommodates all tastes
and budgets.
.
The Olympia rates a ~olid A plus
on food and service. The fun and
dancing--whiCh Dimit.r ios says

IElllC..
Put those holiday brainstorms
to work . .The Future is looking.for

good satire on current and campus events for the annual Future
parody "The Fudge," published
every April Fool's Day. This will
be the biggest issue ever, so plan
n~w to be a part of the confusion.
In past years we've been responsible for any n ~ mber of wonderful
panics on the scale of the "War of
the Worlds" broadcast. There
was the time lines formed at the
police station to get parking
ticket rebates... and th~ time
Greenpeace sent a representative
in to check out our report of baby
squirrel clubbing... naw, just jok- ·
ing. .But you get the idea. Send
Xeroxed contributions to the
Future office in the Art Complex,
or call 275-2601 with your ideas.
Art Shows - Both Crealde and
Pine Castle Center for the Arts
are having openings of new shows
Friday, Dec. 11. At the Center
Gallery is "Golden Threads," an
embroidery exhibit. At Crealde is
"Through the Looking Glass,"
the works of "Grandma" Layton.
At the Art Center in Maitland,
the talented local sculptor Grady
Kimsey will have a one-man show
starting Dec. 13. For more info,
call the galleries.

Count Basie, Benny Goodman, Duke
Ellington, Sammy Kaye, Artie
Shaw, Woody He;rman, Russ
Morgan, Grene Krupa, Patti Page,
the Andrews Sisters, and many
more great vocalists and groups.
In the past year, the big band
sound has been making a comeback
in other areas of the country, with a
surprising number of rock
crossovers planning and recording
albums of '30s and '40s favorite.
Even the Rolling . Stones opened
their Tangerine Bowl concert with a
rendition of Glenn Miller's "In the
Mood."
The_ sound is making tentative

overtures in some area clubs:
Southern Ballet Theatre recently
held a big band fundraiser, and the
Vibrations lounge features swing
music, as does the Langford Hotel.
Whether the nostalgic novelty will
hit Orlando in a big way remains to
be seen. But tuning to WUCF-FM
on the big night should prove to be a
delightful bit of nostalgia, as well as
a taste of what the rest of the country ha~ been ravmg about.
Put on your padded shoulders and
wedgies and try some slow dancing
with an auld ,acquaintance for · 6
hours of unforgettabl~ ti.Ihe traveling. .
.

WUCF-FM will be airing a
weekly .dramatic series from the
National Radio Theatre each
Monday night at 8 p.m., beginning Dec. 14. ''The Outcasts of
Poker ·Flat" is the first show; an
adaptation of Bret Harte's classic
tale starring Forest Tucker. .''The
Emperor Jones" will air on the
21st, followed by "The
Underground Golf Course" on the
28th, and "The Dark Tower" on
Jan. 4. For more info on the radio
series, contact Keith Fowles at .
275-2133., or at 89.9 on your FM
dial.

The American Cancer Society
will benefit from a special .G reat
Christmas ·skate on Saturday,
Dec. 19 at the Orlando' Ice
Skating Palace. The $10 admission for skaters, $5 for spectators
includes a Broomhall game between Channel 9 and Y-106 Radio,
Sweet Adelines' Christmas Show·
and Christmas on · Ice. 843-8680.

. An exhibition and sale of
original American and European
graphics will_be held Friday, Dec.
11 in SC 214 from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m.
Marson Graphics · o.f
Baltimore will present a collection of etchings, woodcuts,
lithographs and seriograph~ with
prices starting at $5.
·

Elmar Oliveira will perform the
Beethoven Violin Concerto as
featured artist with the Flori<Ja
Symphony Orchestra on Dec. 17
at 8:30 p.m. Olvereira is the only
American violinist to win the
Gold Medal in the Moscow International Tchaikovsky Competition. The symphony will be conducted that night by Adrian
Gnam, who will conclude the pro- .
gram with works ·by Rossini and
Elgar. Call the FSO ticket office
at 841-1280.
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The UCF Gallery (HFA 305)
presents China Town, a documentary photo . exhibit of American
China towns by Pok-Chi Lau, a
professor at the University of
Kansas. China Town will be on
display at ·the gallery from Dec.
14 through Jan 14. Hours _are 9 to
5 .Mon. t_h rough Fri. except
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It's more fun to seek out
Christmas shopping in large, commercial malls sometimes looks like
scenes from "Day of the Locust." Ersatz holly and snow get trampled
underfoot by thousands of weary shoppers, each bent on getting to the same
place at the same time. The carbon monoxide output in the huge parking
lots climbs to Los Angeles levels.
Anemic Santas outnumber reindeer eight-to-one, and even the Salvation
Army volunteer looks like she's been drafted.
. Your feet hurt, you've been elbowed 16 times, and you can't find Baby
Tinkle because none- of the toy stores expected the doll to be all that
popular.
·
You've heard your fifth version of "White Christmas" in the last hour,
and you're planning to slug th~ next clerk who says "Have a nice day."
Merry Christmas, you masochist. Why do· you do this to yourself year
after y~?
Why suffer just to buy another cloned Christmas present? A leisurely
drive down less-frequent streets turned up some off-beat places tp shop, and
a variety of unusual gift ideas.
The area abo~ds in places that feature handcrafted, rare or just plain
bizarre items at garage · sale prices ... once you get off the beaten path.
Le Sex Shoppe is an unbeatable place to find whips, chains, bondage gear
- and a good laugh. Sleazy it is, but the 'opportunities for amusing presents
are almost endless. Le Sex Shoppe has tacky lingerie, adult magazhles and
novels, strange toys, lotions, potions, matable inflatables - all perfect for
that person in your life with ~good sense of humor and understanding
relatives. As for gag gifts, what could be better than a gag? Bring on the
_ mistletoe.~. and the antidote .. No phone available. S. Orange Blossom Trail.

The place for-narrow ties and New Wave sunglasses· is The New Wave of
Antique Clothing (an~ique being anything ·before 1968, apparently.) The
shop specializes in Spit wear: leather jackets, miniskirts, fishnet hose,
pointy-toed shoes and gaudy boots. Owners Robin Van Arsdol and Regina
Smith are friendly people who credit "the Spit crowd" with keeping their little sh~p afloat. A Christma~ party oµ Dec. 11 is open house at the shop at
321 E. Evans (off North Orange). "Come dressed, and BYOB," say the
fliers. It is a good opportunity to see what the shop has, 898-2589. Come by
the Future office for maps to the party.

Clockwise from top left: Maine dishes from
South Seas Seafood; Le Sex Shoppe's logo
-on a kinky T·shirt; trendy recycled clothes
from The New Wave of A~tique Clothing;
Avant Guard ll's shop on Michigan Ave.;
center, a warm fuzzy from Unicorn Corner. 1

.

.

If you have a seafood lover or homesick Y allkee· on your gift list, they'll
never forget a gift of live Main lobsters. The classy crustaceans sell for $5
to $6 a pound at South Seas Seafood at 2800 Curry Ford Rd. Manager
Mark ~affe poses with t:wo l~g~ dinners to go. The shop also has
everything else you could unagme m salt-water edibles, plus a restaurant.
Open 7 days a week. 898-8331.
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SKI COLORADO SUMMITT
.

m:

.

Breckenridge ·· Copper M tn. - K eysto_n e

MARCH 3-11, ?82

$403.00 per person
~UBJECT

...

TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
DUE TO AIR FARE FLUCTUATIONS

r

INCLUDES: ROUND TRIP AIR -ORLANDO-DENVER
BUS DENVER TO BRECKENRIDG~_RT.
7 - NIGHT LODGING-- 4 TO A ROOM
GROUP FORMING
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST DAILY ·
SIGN UP NOW!
FREE BEER & WINE - A PRE SKI

DETAILS: CALL SKI DEPT. 678-2478
CARIBBEAN CRUISES OF ORLANDO
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::!:;:

U~ICORNS,

PEGASUS,

DRAGONS ··
& OTHER FINE GIF;TS

_ Italian Restaurant & Pizza
12309 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida
(1.4 MILE EAST OF QUALITY INN ON THE LEFT)

*Porc,laln

COME FOR THE BEST ITALIAN
COOKING & PIZZA IN TOWN
AND RECEIVE A 103 DISCOUNT
WITH YOUR UCF l.D. CARD

*Bone China
•Jewelry
*Mirrors

"You real_ly haven't tasted Italian Food until you try us."

WE SPECIALIZE IN TAKE-OUT ORDERS
Delight Yourself
CALL
< HIGHWAY5Q
ByTrylngOur:

273-3631

Salads, Spaghetti, Ravioli,
WINE& Lasagna, Manlcotti, Calzone,
BEER
Steak Hamburgers, Subs,
. Sicilian & NapoUtan Pizza. AVAILABLE

*

~LI.

UCF BLVD.

The Unicorn is noble
He knows his gentle birth
He knows that God created hlin
Above all beasts on earth

*Pewter

*Ceramic

*Chimes

*Mugs

*Cards

*Wtndow Hangings

*Boxes of all shapes & sizes

,*Limited edition collector pieces

tft

~

<

I UCF I . ~

*Brass

\t

Come see what we have to show you for the holiday season.
Unicorn Christmas ornaments, cards, calendars & much more!

Uoicoizn CoRDeR ,MON.-SAT.: 10AM-s:30PM

t::;:urry Ford Road (One block W. of Bumby) 894-0451
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treasures in new places
Right down the street from lobster .heaven is a shop that specializes in a
horse of another color. ,Unicom Corner at 2227· Curry Ford Road has
unicorns for sale. Whether your're looking for brass, glass,.cloth, pewter,
wood, paper or chiria, the Comer has it'all. ·Other mythical beasts live there:
dragons, centaurs, etc. Pewter critters at $1.50 each and bumper stickers
("Caution: I brake for u~corns") make good stocking stuffers, 894-04~1.
If you have the stuffers and need the stockings, Avant Guard II is an .
amusing place to browse. The shop stocks exotic lingerie, sp~cializing in
dancer's clothes and the kind .of get-ups you only see'in bad movies. A silver
lame' jumpsuit goes for more than $100, b~t their selection of fairly straight
underclothes is complete. Thi_s is the place to indulge a secret fetish for corsets arid garter belts. If Mom doesn't get out much, how about encouraging her with a gift certificate? 1233 W. Michigan St., 843·1233. The proprietress is a very sweet older woman who thought we said "bodysuits"
when we asked for "bondage suits."

Two great places for military surplus camping gear and work clothes (including wonderful ~mouflage and fatigue wear at prices so competitive, it's
no contest) were ~scovered. P&P Surplus - also known as the Army Navy
Store .- at 210 W~ Michigan, (843-4320), and Al's Army Store at 406 W.
Church St., 425-4932~ two blocks west of Rosie's, are fun, funky, packed-tothe-ceiling shop·s. P&P is. the friendliest place, but Al's has the biggest
selection. Try either one for jumpsuits, G.I. clothes, tarps, machetes, boots
and jean~. Al's has the biggest variety of hats we've seen: engineer's caps,
derbies, cowboy hats, yachting caps ... you_ name it. This is a good place for
western wear on a budget. P&P is next door to the fam~ "midget houses"
west o~ Orange Avenue.

COJU/d.

ICE CREAM · SUPERMARKETS
~------------------~--~-----,
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Photos .b.Y Brian LaPeter .
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330 MOODY WAY•WINTER PARIC•30S-64S-S214

COMEDY WORKSHOP

~

Q.

·

I

678-0637

7438 University Blvd.
Universt.t y Squar,

•••
••
•

•••••••••••••

$1.00 ADMISSION

$1.00 ADMISSION1 :

•••
••
•

WITH THIS COUPON OR UCF l.D., SUNDAY-THURSDAY ONLY

NEW ENGi.AND AVE.

Nt

I

.

1.oo·oFF PITCHER OF BEE·R

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU TO

DO YOUR ROUTl~E & HEAR OTHER'S TOOi
~
:ii:
IX

·I

~

DECEMBER 15

>

.-~

$1.00 OFF .

•••••••••••••
...

·UNCLE WALDO'S

,,.;

I

~

. ON ALL ICE CREAM CAKES. ·

OPEN
10 A .M. to 10 P.M.

•JAZZ JAM EVERY WED.
•BLUEGRASS & DIXIElAND
•BIO BAMBOO
THURSDAY EVENINGS

~
-""-::

l-------~~~~~~~!!.8~~~~~-~----~J

St'"o ry by Lee Elliott

~

MERRY CHRISTMAS
&
HAPPY NEWYEAR

Iii

tl1•

I

NOW PLAYING: ONLYWHENILAUGH

MIDNIGHT: BLUE LAGOON (With Brooke Shields)

>

~
Ill

...
~

SHOWTIMES: 7:30 & 9:45, MIDNIGHT FRIDAY & SATURDAY ..

0

Conway Shopping Center
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~

(Next to Sheik's & Duffs)

LYMAN AVE.

4446 Curry Ford Road

DECEMBER 12 & 13 .
MUSIC BY BALLEW, STOWELL &

BRADfO~D
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PHONE: 282-FILM
WINE•GAMES
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Next semester's film program features new schedule
by Lee Elliott
Entertainment Editor

Next semester's film program will
be slightly diffe~ent. The Sunday
afternoon matinees have been
canceled because of poor attendance,
. but three midnight shows have been
scheduled for Friday nights.
Even the .refreshments have been
changed: Starting Dec. 11 the pop. com will be popped fresh on campus.
According to Cinema Committee
chairman Andy Youngross, "The
price will stay t}:ie same, but the containers will be a different size."
Presumably smaller.
The bookings are complete for the
semester, a mixed bag ,of recent

releases, some older films, and
James Bond and Disney festivals
scheduled for Wednesday night's
Cinema Classiques.
The midnight shows are: Cheech
and Chong's "Up in Smoke;" from
the makers of "Airplane I" we have
"Kentucky Fried Movie;" and
"Richard Pryor in Concert." In
order to make the surroundings
more comfortable for these shows,
the committee is considering selling
beer to generate a drafthouse-like atmosphere.
'
The festivals are: "Classic Cartoon Festival," "The Bugs Bunny/Roadrunner Movie," "Winnie
the Pooh," "The Love Bug," "Lady
and the Tramp," "20,000 Leagues

Beneath· the Sea," "The
Aristocats," and "Rarity Cartoon
Festival.''
The James Bond features include
some of the Sean Connery films:
"Goldfinger," "Thunderball," and
"Diamonds are Forever."
The
Roger Moore B.onds are: 41 Llve and
Let Die," and "Moonraker."
Recent films for the _Friday arid
Sunday slots range from hot gore to
hot bodies. In a fantastic/mythical
vein: "Excalibur;" "Clash of the
Titans;" and "Flesh Gordon," ~
x-rated spoof of Flash Gordon that
includes some award-winning effects.
For gore, there's the unbeatable
"Scanners," "An American

Werewolf in London" and the
violent "An Eye for an Eye."
"Arthur,"
"Young
Frankenstein,'' ''M-kA-kS-kH-k,''
and the ever-popular ''Animal
House" are the humor line-up. Also
coming are "Escape From New
York," "Superman II," "The Jazz
Singer,'' and ''Dragonslayer. ''
Overall, the schedule appears to
be a good sampling of the last 20
years of American film. Home Box
Office will undoubtedly again beat

the series to the draw on recent
releases, but some of the older films
should be area exclusives. For dates
and times, check the upcoming Student Center calendar.

----'---·,BUrd1neS-.- -_._... --A-z-ee_m_H_a-ir-st_y_li-ng-·....._
surdines offers Optometric services
in surdines Fashion square and Altamonte Mall
Optometrist
Craig J. eratter, OD, PA and Associates
Michael Mclane, OD and Burton Ersoff, OD
are located on the second floor
in the customer service area
next to Burdines,Optical
Regular Eye Examination $25
Regular Soft Lens Examination
and Fitting Fee $50
Office·Hours by Appointment
weekdays-Evenings-Saturdays
Fashion Square 898-5912 Altamonte Mall 830-6416
Burdines Optometric Services honors all
eye care benefits programs.

The Scientific Ap.proach to·a Total Look
for Men and Women ... Includes Hair analysis
OPEN

WEARE HERE

9-5 Tues. • Sat.
Thurs. Eve.
by Appt. Only

"
. CURRY FORD ROAD _.

No Gratuities Please

.,.
>

7213 Curry Ford Rd.
Orlando

273-·1313

SOft contacts for Christmas
Give a Bausch & Lomb
Gift certificate .

59
The perfect gift for someone special or even
for yourself.
• Gift certificates are available until
December 24, 1981 and can be redeemed
anytime.
· • same day service is available on most
prescriptions.
• wear them for 30 days,·if you're not
delighted return them for a full refund
on the cost of the lenses.
Burdines Optical is located on the second floor in the
Customer Service area.

Bausch & Lomb Astigmatic soft contacts $169
continuous wear soft contacts $189
Bausch &Lomb soft bifocal contacts $169
Altamonte Mall 830-2398 .
Fashion Square 896-5398
Prices do not it}Clude eye examinations or fitting fees.'
Burdines Optical honors all eye care benefits programs.

.....
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Sports week
women's soccer :second in nation
by Vince· Cotroneo

Some UCF players took flak from othE!r teams
at the tourney. Once the play started however,
opponents were whistling a dfffer~nt tune.
"Everyone told us we shouldn't be there and we
shouldn't be nationally ranked," forward Kathy
Mulqueeny said. "They said there was no other
competition in the South."

Future staff
.

,

. Certainly the coaches and players involved
with UCF women's soccer knew that this year's
team was talented. Making a preseason goal of
reaching the national tournament was not out of
the question. Oddly enough, it ~k losses· to .th_e
University of North Carolina during the season to
make it definite. It was a dream come true.
UCF women's soccer not oDly saw its dream
come true but came within one goal of the national championship, losing 1-0 to North Carolina
in the championship finale held in Chapel Hill,
N.C. the weekend of Nov. 21.
·
"We had inklings that we were in the top ten in
the country and maybe better than that," head
coach Jim Rudy said. "But our hopes were
severely crushed losing to Carolina ~ly on but
I'm glad it happened."
The Knights faced the Tar Heels twice during
the regular season, both times here .a t UCF. In
the championship of the UCF invitational, the
Knights were tied 1-1 with North Carolina before ·
injuries resulted in a 5-l loss, the first ~f the year,
after winning eight straight. The following week,
UCF clashed again with North Carolina but were
shut out 4-0. Those were the only ~wo losses of
the regular season .for the Knights.
- "It made u~ ~it up and take notice of the deficiencies in our team," Rudy said after seeing his
squad. waltz through the first eight opponent~.
"If we hadn.' t been beaten so badly, we wouldn t
have taken those things so seriously. We had a
month to prepare for the national tournament
and Dang Pibulvech,Knight assistant coach.was
instrumental in getting the girls ready.''
"In that month, we changed. There was a big
difference between 'the team that lost to North
Carolina here and the one that went on the fielq at
the national tournament.''
UCF, who won the championship of Florida by
shellacking Florida State 15-0, Florida 14-0 and
Miami 20-0, represented the South and was seeded 11th out of 12 teams in the national competition.
.
Playing like true champions, the Knights
. coasted through their preliminary contests on
their ·way to the finals. The wo~en trounced sixth
seeded Colorad_o College 4-0 then shut down ~he
third seed Harvard 2-0. Once in _the semi-finals,
UCF humiliated the second ranked team in the
tourney, the University of Missouri at S~. Louis
4-0. From there, it would be the third meeting between the Knights and the Tar Heels, this time
with a national championship on the 1line.
"We tried to keep everything low-key up

"After we placed second,' they admitted they
wrong," Lisa Griffis a defender on the squad
said. ''After we beat the number two team, they
said we were awesome."
·
One goal, 18 minutes into the championship
match, was all N orlh Carolina needed to capture
the title, 1-0. For UCF, it was still a victory in
defeat. They had arrived on' the national ~P·
wer~

Forwards Pam Baughman and Nancy Lay
along with goalle A.my Ford and defender Linda
Gancitano were placed on the all-tournament
team. Gancitano received another award as the
best defensive player in the national tournament.
. Earlier this month, UCF picked even more national respect with the selection of three women
players to the All· American squad. Baughman,
Gancitano and Lay .were chosen among the very
best in·the nation.
. Baughman was the leader in points for UCF
during the season and netted four goals .in the
tournament. N:ancy Lay paced the Knights with
the most goals during the season, 18, and added
one at the nationals. Gancitano was cited for her
tremendous defensive abilities on the field as well
as being a leader on the UCF squad.
''I saw the individual growth and improvement
of the girls every day," said Pibulvech. "Before
the season started, I saw the talent and knew we
would go to nationals.''
"This year we scheduled around the men, but
:"\._ . vie ~'t do that anymo~e. ';rhe girls felt ~e they
~
were taking a back seat."
~
Going into next year, UCF will lose only one
· player, reser:ve . mid-fielder Judy Smith.
Recruiting will stay at a minimum with the remainder of the roster coming back. ·
"If we expect to be there next year, we're going
to have to play tougher teams," said Rudy. "The
competition for the best girls is getting tougher
·
and tougl).er. You don't make progress unless you
there,'' Rudy said of the approach to the tourna- change.''
.
·
ment. "We played the first game· ~ littl~ tight. We We don't want to be forgotten just because it's
took it all in stride and everything worked out all over now," said Rudy.
.
.
prise would .be in UCF's favor. "A lot of those When your team, who just finished their second
teams didn't know what· to expect from us,'' said year of competition end the season the second
Pibulvech, who works primarily with the womens best team· in the country, chances are the UCf
squad. "It was a big advantage going into the wo~ens soccer will be re~embered -and respected
tournament."
for some time to come.

Three Knights make All-South Soccerteam
by Vince Cotroneo
Future staff

Even though Jim Rudy's men's
soccer squad did not get into
postseason play in 1981, it did not
prevent . three members of the
Knight squad being named to the
All-South team.
First team selections from UCF
were . sophomore goalie Rick
Bratincevic and the Haitian sensation Max Rony Francois. Also
· chosen was junior mid-fielder Frank
Soronellas to the second team.
Rick Brantincevic broke Winston
DuBose's long standing record
(1975) of 79 saves in a single season.
At the completion of 1981,
Bratincevic recorded 100 saves
through 14 games. He also. ~ad
seven shutouts on the year, givrng

up iess than one goal per game.
Francois led the team in points for
the second year in a row. Francois,
just a sophomore from Port-AuPrince in Hai ti. Francois scored six
goals and added three assists for
nine points. ·
. Soronellas was right behind Francois in scoring with -eight points,
dividing his goals and assists at four
a piece. Soronellas, who Rudy calls
one of the "most skillful players in
the South," will . be with. the team
again next year.
Being named to the All-South
squad was a year long process. After
each match, coaches rated the top
players on the opposing team on a
1-5 basis and the same for the
school. At the end of the year, each
coach selects his All-American
squad and from there, the best. 22 in

the South are named.
''The selection -is made with the
knowledge of the .coaches who these
athletes play against," Rudy said.
"It's ·a fair way of doing it because
you vote during 'the season.''
The Knights ended the regular
season ranked 11th in the country
with their 10-3-1 mark, including a
seven ·game winning streak to coll"
elude the season. With the selection
of three knights to the All-South
squad, UGF is gaining national
respect and recognition after Rudy's
seventh year .as head coach.
"All three of these players will
now
be
considered
for
All-American," Rudy said. "Young·
players read· the soccer publications
and see UCF with three players on
the All-South team and say they
would like to play here. It's great for
recruiting."
.. -......... -

Holiday

Sports

Lady Knights v.s. Spring Garden in the gym Dec. 15, a~ 5
p.m.

•••
~en's

basketball takes on
Florida Intern~tional Dec. 15.

•••

Sunshine Open
WrestJmg
Tournament in the gym Dec.
30-31. .

•••
- ·-· -· -· ·- ·-· -· -· ·- ·-· -· -· ·- ·-· -· ·- --· -· -· ·- ·- · - - · :-· I ...
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Lady Knights crush Edward Waters
by Mark Schledom
Future atatt

The . Lady Knights basketball
team destroyed nearly every record
in the university's history book on
their way to a 127-55 thrashing of
Edward Waters Saturday night.·
The previous high, set against
Brevard Community College two
seasons ago, was bettered · by 27
points.
Other records set included: most
field goals in a game (54), most re·
bounds (76), including 61 personals
and 15 team, and a 61 percent
shooting statistic for the first half.
Seven players reached the double
figure mark. Sophomore Debbie Put-.
zi led the team with 23 points follow·
eel closely by Cindy Frank with 21.
Starting center Meg Schuler had 18
points with .10 rebounds.
The Lady Knights are now 4-2 for·
the season, losing only to Division I
South Florida and Florida State.
According to coach Joe Sanchez,
FSU is the favorite ranked Division I
school in the southeast. "_We w:ere
down 36·31 at the half and came
back to stay nip and tuck until the
end," .he· said. "Then a lot of fouls

really hurt us."
Sanchez said another problem the
team had was · with free throws.
FSU had 24 free throws to the Lady
Knights' seven. The final score for
that game was 65-75.
They regrouped and came back to
beat West Florida in a come from
behind finish. "We were behind
31-32 with six minutes to play,"
Sanchez said. "But we rallied and
scored 10 unanswered points with
Meg Schuler and · J{aren Harvey
. scoring crucial free throws with less
than two minutes left."
The team is now gearing.up for a
tough holiday schedule which in- ·
eludes a trip to Florida International in Miami on the 12th, Spring
Garden College of Pennsylvania at
home on the 15th and the South
Florida Christmas Tournament on
the 17th through the 19th.
Teams participating ili the tournament are: Clemson, AlabamaBirmingham, North Carolina, West
Georgia, Bellhaven, USF and
Carson-Newman. ·
The Spring Garden game will be a
double-header with the men's team
taking on Florida International and
. will start at 5 p.m. in the UCF gym.

Team's newest addition; Andrea Jackson

.....

Knights wrestle Hiram College ·
in opener tonight
by Mark Schledom
Sports Editor

The Knight wrestling squad will open their first
.home match against Hiram College in the gym
Friday at 7 p.m.
. This impressive team has already won the Ft.
Lauderdale open and last weekend at the Clemson
Tiger Invitational many squad members scored
key wins.
Senior Ron Miller of Columbus, Ga. placed second in the 134-pound class. Junior Mark Geary
of Clear Creek, Iowa finished third in, the
167-pound class and freshman Paul Winston took

third in the 126-pound class.
Senior Bart Biddle of Orlando was fifth in the
177-pound class.
Jim Austin of Carmel .and Steve Policastro
each took a sixth place in the 142-pound and
167-pound class respectively. '
The squad did however receive a setback when
heavy-weight Brian Parker broke his hand. He
will not wrestle in tonight's match.
On December 30-31 UCF will play host for the
Sunshine Open Wrestling Tournament. Those
signed up for the tournament include teams from

NEED AUTO INSURANCE?
YOU

need to call ...
898-2_454

Ohio State, Rutgers, University of Miami, Pacific
University of Oregon, Olivet College of Michigan,
. John Caroll University of Ohio, Albany State,
Central Oklahoma, Navy, Appalachian State of
North Carolina, Old Dominion of Virginia,
Carson-Newman, Forest Park Community College of Missouri, and Broward Community Col~
lege.
Wrestling coach Mike Aspesi says he expects
more than 400 wrestlers to compete.
Wrestling will begin at 9:30 a.m. on the 30th
and the championship finals will be held at 4 p.m.
on the 31st.

"Piiot The

·pens you
have 1Q,hold

onto with ·
.1wo hands~
-Rodney Dangerfield

.rhursday, Friday & Saturday Night

•

·Get your claws off my
Pilot pen. See .. . I don't
get no respectt"

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
WITH
SHALAKO
Country Western• Country Rock• Top 40
NO COVER
HAPPY HOUR MON.-FRI. 5-6
DRINKS-2 FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
OPEN7DAYS
SUNDAY-WEDNESDAY 11TILL12
THURSDA·Y·SATURDAY 11 TILL 2

"\;

~,

"People have
a hunger for
my Pilot Flneliner because they're always
fishing for a fine point pen
that writes through carbons. And
Pilot charges only 79c for if.
· People get their hands on it and
forget irs my pen. So I don't get no respect! I don't make out any belter
with my Pilot Razor Point. It writes whip-cream smooth
- ···'
with on extra fine line, its metal collar helps keep
~
the point from going squish-so people
love ii. For only 89c they
should buy their own penand show some re-

~~~~~~_,~Y

(!ILOTJ

fine point marker pens
People take to a Pilot like irs their own.

Fut~e-December
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Aikido: the grace of Orie.nt ·comes to UCF
by Mike West
Future staff

•

•

UCF sponsored an Aikido seminar
Oct. 23 to 25 at which featured Mitsungi Saotume Shihan from Japan,
a sensei or master of this martial art
form.
The four vigorous training sessions left members of UCF's Aikido
Club and others who attended a little
worn out but more at peace, more
confident and, according to
Saotume, "more one with the
universe.''
·with the wave of a b4nd and the
slight smile of an expert on his face,
Saotume (Sow-too-mee), a rather
small man, drops men almost twice
his size to the floor. Saotume came
to the United States to teach his art
from Japan where he was a private
student of the founding master of

-

Aikido.
It is difficult to describe exactly
what Aikido is. It is somewhat
easier to say what Aikido is not.
Aikido is not the brutal neckchoppfng, fist-smashing, bonecrunching action as dipicted by
Bruce Lee~ Billy Jack, Kung Fu, et
al.
Aikido is gentle, flowing, smooth
and seemingly easy. In Aikido, it
seems that you let your opponent
defeat himself. Most movements
appear to be a matter oi stepping
out of the way and letting your attacker fall nff balance.
Many of the motions used in
Aikido mimfi the movements found
in nature: "3aotume talked to the
students about ocean waves and the
energy and power of wave motion.
Then, to demonstrate his spiel,
Saotume intercepts one of the
students poised as an attacker, and
drops him to the mats with a sweeping wave-like motion of his hand.
Still, just watching the techniques
involved in Aikido, one might yet
confuse this art with Judo, Karate,
or another martial art. However,
Aikido is much more than physical
techniques.
The purpose of Aikido is selfdevelopment, not self-defense. Selfdefense is a by-product of learning
this art. 0 Sensei, the founding
master, 'said, "Aikido is a way of
realizing our inner capacities as
Jlumans, finding a sense of unity in
the universe, and seeking a sense of
family with all mankind.''
Saotume spoke to his students in
much the same way. He told them
that the power of Aikido is in attain-

ing harmony between physical actions and one's spirit. "You must
open yourself to the universe and
the cosmic mind and you must have
a spiritual as well as physical rela-tionship with your opponent,"
Saotume said.
Dr. David Jones, of UCF's
sociology department, and a student
of Aikido for nine years, explained
the spiritual aspect of Aikido further: "When I'm really doing good~
I can se11-se the spirit of an opponent' s strike coming long before his
hand moves physically," Jones said.
Jones also stated that in Aikido
you help others to complete their
mission, even if that mission.is to attack you. "You don't stop an attack
rather you re-dlrect it's motion so
that you don't get hurt; the enemy is
·
self-destructive," Jories said.
The Aikido seminar was impressive. · This art is somehow

-~

-- -

...__

Mike Brach/future

·simultaneously aesthetic and
logical. At times, the motions s~m
mathematically calculated but appear to be the most. natural
movements possible.

__

___ _.

.

The Future is looking for new staffers for the new year.
The .positions of sports editor, cartoonist and reporters are available.
We'll be considering applicants during the break and the first week
of spring semester. Stop by our offices, or call 275-28_65 or 275-2601 for
more information.

,_.._.._.._. _
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rI c~·S~ .
DELTA SIGMA-PI
CONGRATULATES
OUR NEW BROTHERS
. STEVE BUTLER
CATHY CARTER
SUZANNE.DEMINS
DA·M YLEE

TERRY MORRIS
HASSAN SABOUNGI
JERRY SULSENTI
RASESH THAKKAR

HAPPY HOUR
MON.-WED.-FRI. 3:00-8:00
50¢ DRAFT .(ALL BRANDS)
MILLER LITE
$2.75 PITCHERS.

(CORNER OF ALAFAYA TRAIL &

UNIVE~SITY

273'"9.875

BOULEVARD)

1!

(Fairway Shopping Center)
.

!

CASI\

MON·••rHUR.11:00AM-11:00PM
FRI. & SAT. 11:00AM-1:00AM
SUNDAY 1:00PM-10:00PM

l BEER&WINE
' AVAILABLE
~

M1\\

Ptu11rl1 ..,.... fllatora-.e

LARGE PIZZA
FOR
PRICE OF MEDIUM
l1AM-3PM.

11

: ilDilE!.IXPllRiEIS:ijDE8iCl.1i.17, 1 98il~~-------- -·-:---..__,,_........

..

.

TOWNHOUSES ~01 RENT!
BRAND NEW! 2 BDRM tY2 ·urH·
ALL APPUANCES INCLUDING WASHER/DRYER,
DISHWASER, CARPET, DRAPES, PATIO!
YOUR MON1'HLY RENT 1$ ONLY:
*tOS ea. W/i toomafel
*140 ea. W/2 toomates
•210 ea. W/t toomate

WALKTOUCFI

LUNCH SPECIAL
Sandwich, Fries, Pepsi
' $2.50

lI

Hwy. 50 Just West Of Alafaya Tr.

~ 282-4242

.

Smarty's

Pizzeria ~~ Ristoraqte

I
l
.
~
~

I~

ICHAWAM

m
A

...•z

CONTACT:CARLM1ERS
REAL ESTATE ONE INC.

AlAFAYA

UCF

644-6244

'

Column

Book e~cha~ge discounts lose

by
Mike Griffin

The book exchange is an · idea
"whose time has come," and, unfortunately, gone.
Last week, .Dr. Levester Tubbs,
of student affairs
vetoed a bill which would have
established a book exchange, an exchange which would have purchased
used books from students at 60 percent of their original price and sold
them to other students at 65 percent
of their original price.
The campus bookstore also offers
a · more expensive used book
program, buying books at half their
original price and selling them to
students for 75 perc~nt of the
original purchase price.
The student senate set aside
'$12,000 of student fees in a bill to
fund the project. Tubbs cited several
reasons for vetoing the bill: the cost
of the program, concern over details
of its operation, and concern that it
wo~ld compete directly with the
university bookstore.
The university bookstore makes
money off of used books. There is
little profit in new books bec~use of
shipping costs. Bookstore profits
come from such items as used books,
pens, posters, t-shirts and souvenir
cups.
The bookstore is not an indepen· dent store. The university owns it
and its personnel are employed by
the state. Its profits are put into the
"Auxiliary· Trust
university 's
Fund.'' It is sort of a rainy .day fund
that administrators tap when their
other coffers are getting low.
But this is of little comfort to the
student · who must buy a thick
bi9logy book at $26 ahd two lab
manuals, or 10 paperbacks for
literature survey courses. He needs
the consolation of immediate
savings, not a . fund over which he

Wrap-up year.
.in· Christmas
col~mn ·
As this seemingly endless
semester finally draws to a close,
severQ.l topics have come to mind as
noteworthy, so I have consolidated
them into one Christmas Bonus Col·
umn.
There is no truth to the rumor that
James Watt has ordered the
destruction of all trees in order to
prevent a -glut on next year's
Christmas tree market. Instead,
Wa""tt has ordered the destruction of
all the trees to provide a glut on t~e
phosphate .market. Amazing when
Watt' will order more public lands
like the Osceola Forest opened up,
miners can dig more phosphate for
an . industry in the midst of one of
the worst economic downturns in its
100-year history. Why the downturn? There's a phosphate surplus.
They can't need any more, they 've
got too much now. That"s logic.
Who says the Reagan Ad.ministration ~'t work together? Watt and
Casper Weinberger· have a great
working relationship. Watt wants
to cut down the trees · and
Weinberger. wants to plant MX
Missiles in their place. Imagine the
family gathered around a roaring
fire, sipping · eggnog, singing
Christmas songs and watching the
neutron yule log bum.
Dave Stockman has informed San·
ta Clause that he's losing his Social
Security Benefits. "If the · guy'~
spry . enough to climb · down
chimneys for free; he can get off his
fat keester and get a real job."
. The editors of the Atlantic Mon·
thly are giving Stockman a Trojan
rocking horse for Chri~tmas. It's
hollow and
it keeps falling on its
face all the time.
Libyan lea<ler Mohaniar Khadaffi
is in real trouble. Seems he told a
team of assassins to kill the ''big. gest most ruthless hypocritical jerk
in the world."· He's now in hiding
from his own hired killers. Honest
mistake, Y'know?
Finally, the time has come to bid
fairwell to a near and dear ''partner
in crime". Dave Mitchell has committed the 'unpardonable crime of
graduation and is sentenced to going out into the real world. Of all the
people I've met .at UCF Dave is
most obnoxious. He's my kind of
people. So to you, fellow Slug, I say,
_"Good . luck, as if , someone as
talented as you will need it, and·
good life."
Hav~ a Merry Christmas, a joyous
New Year, and PEACE.

--·
.-

· has little control.
The senate bill was offering an exchange 10 percent better than the
bookstore's, 10 percent cheaper. It
would have been a nice surprise for
the holiday.
Tubbs, has some understandable
reservations about the cost and
operation of a student government
book exchange.
Will it lose a lot of money? People
still gather round the warm glow of
the account books and tell tales of
that time back in the November of
'81 when a SG funded concert lost
~25,000 ....
Will it be efficiently run? Few
students know that there is already

a book ex.change in student government that, according to one employee, sells only about a dozen or so
books per term.
_
No one will know the. · answers
unless a book exchang~ is attempted. Taking a chance on a continuing .student service should not
be com .pared to taking a one-shot
chance on a concert.
With the right idea and
management, it can work. Students
ran their own co-op boukstore at
Oregon State · University for nine
years.
It was closed down recently
because a non-competition clause
guaranteed the private university
bookstore the campus market.

Letters
Honor,D.r . .King
"€ditor:
.
On Jan. 15, the University is. canceling classes for
two hours for services·commemorating the birth of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Is this the value the university places on the life and accomplishments of Dr. King?
On that day some of us will .have to make a decision.
We can either attend classes and then take the two
hours off, or by not attending classes that whole day,
give the University a message stating that we feel all
classes should be canceled on Jan. 15 to honor the
memory of Dr. King.
T.he University is trying to meet the black community at this university halfway by offering only two
hours for the observance of Dr. King's birthday. The
university is trying to buy the black community out.
If the UCF ad.ministration has any kind of conscience, or sense of humanity it will agree wholehearted· ly and cance.l all classes on Jan. 15 so that the ac··
complishments of this man of peace can be
remembered.
Brian Corpening

This is the Future's last edition of the semester. Our next
edition will come out Jan.-15.

Boycott rrleal .Plan

In the meantime, enjoy your
holiday as much as we intend
to enjoy ours.
-

Fellow Dorm Students:
_
The µieniorandum issued by Dick Scott was erroneous on several points and an outright lie on others.
The students on the Food Services Review Committee

• a.;..;.;..;.;.·...
. ........-- ·- -.-..-· -· ·- --· ..... ......
. ..................
... - .. - ..

did not decide that any new kind of meal plan was cost
prohibitive. It was acknowledged that the prices
would go up, but the board was trying to work around
that with a proposal that would allow students to pay
the overhead costs to free them from the mandatory
meal plan. This .i s the best the committee could come
up with for spring semest.er. Approximate cost of the
plan would be $80. This way the students could eat at
the cafeteria paying tl~e food price, or eat anywhere
they pleased.
Dick Scott and the Saga administration have totallx
bypassed the students in tl~eir decision to keep the
plan as it is. I _therefore ask all dorm students that
signed the Voluntary Meal Plan petition, and who
believe in student rights, to boycott payments to Saga
for the mandatory meal plan in the spring semester. If
you have already paid your $300 down payment,
boycott in the second half of the semester.
Student Sen. Mark Geary
Food Services Review Committee Member ·
Editor's note: An article on the mandatory meal plan
appears on page 3

VD article incorrect
Editor:
I find it appalling that the Future, written by college
students for college students, could publish an educa~
tional article on venereal disease and open with the
statement, "There is only one virus more prevalent
among the American population than venereal
see MORE LETTERS, page 15
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'Never Relinquish. Arms
Editor:
I am. a target pistol shooter, and a proud member of
the National Rifle Association. My handguns have
never spilled a drop of bleeding heart blood. I love the
United States. Here, the right of private possession of
firearms is precious to me, and I'm tired of being in the
barrel because I'm a handgunner.
I agree with Mike Griffin that statistics don't lie. I
say statistics can support anything desired. For
"13,040 killed in 1979," I could counter with "less
than .4 percent of all firearms (including handguns) in
this country are misused.'' ·(FBI statistics, 1979), but I
won't. All numbers aside, my common sense says that
a "handgun killing" doesn't exist. The laws of physics
demand that a bad guy or gal must take aim and pull a ·
trigger before a murder can be pulled off.
OK, let's go off half-coeked. Make handguns illegal.
All good citizens must now turn them over to the
police. Crooks will keep theirs, of course. Can you say
"unilateral disarmament?" Sure. I knew you could.
Ach! Th~fference between a rifle and a handgun is a .
hacksaw. · .Han rifles. Ban Hacksaws. After all, Prohibition eliminated booze.
Let's address crime control, not gun control. Cold
Blooded murderers are getting five years, three with
good behavior. How can this deter misbehavior? Must
w~ spell punish, c-o-d-d-1-e? I say take aim on the court
system, not the guns. Let no one tell us to abandon
self-defense and sport with our firearms. Never
Relent, America!
Robert B. Eisenhauer

weaken it, along With an explanation of
school policies on CIA activity and
recruitment on campus.

Footbalr fanatics

Both pro and anti-Khomeini Iranian
student groups have clashed on maiiy
campuses. At Metropolitan State College in Denver, The Auraria Higher
Education Center now requires all Ira·
nian student groups to hire public safe. ty officers to provide s~ty at future
meetings. That decision followed an at·
tack by an interna,tional student group
on students attending an Iranian
Culture Club showing of a film on rebels
in Kurdistan. The University of
Colorado-Denver recently agreed to sup·
ply that security after the ICC said it
couldn't afford the cost.
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·P arents of college students have
sought federally-subsidized loans in far
greater numbers· than education officials
had expected. In the fiscal year 1981,
which ended Sept. 30, $27 million had
been loaned under the program that had
been expected to dispense only $7
million.

Selling university name
Personalized beverages are now sold
on at least five campuses. Bulldog Cola
entices University of Georgia fans and
could make the school up to $100,000, ·
based on its 1 percent out of all sales.
Sports Products is promoting the
special canned cola featuring the
school's name and cola.
Iowa Sports Beer carries not one, but
four _school mascots including those
from the University of Iowa, Iowa
State, !)rake and the University of Northern Iowa. Each can ~es a
disclaimer denying any connection with ·
the universities, but athletic programs
at those schools will receive a 10 cent
per case royalty on beer sales.

(CH)-The Tufts Papers, a special
publication detailed information obtained by the Tufts University student
newspaper about FBI and CIA activity
on that campus. The information, ob·
tained through a Freedom of Information Act request, turned up 53
documents totaling 83 pages and cover·
ing 1961through1978. Though all
·
material was heavily edited, the paper
said it painted a clear picture of federal
involvement on the campus. Accompa·
nying the material were reports on the
FOiact and President Reagan's plan to

Letter
Policy

16, 6:30 at the University Pizza Hut

~~

Student loans

FBI, CIA on campus
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CHRISTMAS PIZZA PARTY
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Dressing to th~ teeth may become a
football fad at the University of Iowa.
A dental student there has designed a
set of plastic caps that fit over upper
front teeth and feature words or symbols. One dental professor's set includes _
the letters I -0·W-A flanked by two
Hawkeye mascots. The teeth take eight
~ours to make.

Clashes over Khomeini

o~#~~~~o~
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disease-the common cold." Venereal disease, if
syphilis and gonorrhea are talked of, is not a virus and
thus is not comparable to the common cold in having
viral etiology. The causative agent of gonorrhea is a
bacteria, a microorganism highly distinct from a virus.
Likewise, the causative agent. of syphilis is a
spirochetal microorganism, also not a virus. In addition, calling either one of these organisms "germs",
while not technically inaccurate, nevertheless displays
a journalistic lack of precision. Calling them viruses,
however, is just ignorance.
Veneral disease is a broad category of diseases and
does include some viral induced types, but gonorrhea
and syphilis are not examples. Herpes 2 would be one
example of a· viral-venereal disease, but this was not
discussed in the Future article. Those who convey the
facts of life to others, should first make sure that they
have them straight themselves.
Also, it should be noted that gonorrhea and syphlhs
can be acquired simultaneously, from one contact, or
closely spaced ones. Tpis is important in that kt: :lt·
ment for gonorrhea could .possibly temporarily suppress the appearance of syphilis. This makes follow-up
an essential aspect o~ any treatll:lent
·

Dec~mber

~l,

•.

The Future .welcomes letters from its. readers.
Letters must be delivered to the Future by 5 p.m. on
_ Monday to be considered for the next issue. Letters
must not-exceed 250 words and must bear the writer.'s
signature, address, and phone number. Names will be
withheld upon request. The Future reserves the right
to edit letters.
Mailling address: P. 0. Box 25000, Orlando, 32816.

THE HAIR SHOP
Precision Style Cut $7 .00
.

'

F~ll Service

Salon

Walk-Ins Welcome
10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

282•170_,
Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8.

o#~o

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
OFFERS
LEGAL SERVICES

WE HAVE·YOUR PARTS
CHEAP

GOT.PROBLEMS W I T H : - - - - - - Landlords?
Student Government seeks to provide
Insurance?
students at the University of Central Florida
with Legal Services in matters ·affecting their
Contracts?
welfare as students. Services provided include
The Police?
landlord-tenant, consumer, and discrimina-

(STUDENT DISCOUNT)

tion prohlcms. Also, noncrimina·I traffic cases,
divorce, conversion of property, and name
.change transactors.
Our· program offers legal adv.ice. consultation and document drafting free of
charge to students in need of services. Call
2 75-2538 or stop by S.C. 210 for more information or an appointment.

10%
s·6a-21s6
-AUTO SALVAGE BROICIRS ~
AIRPORT TOWING
USED AUTO PARTS
24 HOUR IOAD SERVICE
24 HOUR TOWING
MOVE ABANDONED VEHICLES
801 JUNK CARS
EAST H\tt. 50
EMERCENCV
#275-8721
.
-
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Pick a legend
and save!

ON THE LAND
IN AIR AND SEA~
..

J98J
XJ/9

EPA EST
MPG

EPA EST
MPG

37
EST HWY

36
EST HWY

1981

SPIDER
2000

The command of go-anywhere-do-any- and be resP.onsible for several million
thing troops requires sharp, experienced dollars worth of complex equipment.
The list of management opportunities
go-anywhere-do-anything officers. These
are the kind of people and action you available to the Army officer includes
find in today's Army.
engineering, communications, data proIf the concept of ,split-second deci- cessing and transportation . And, of
siveness excites you, you'll be excited by course, the even i:nore challenging posithe list of management training courses tions of responsibility in combat and
offered through Army ROTC. When combat support units. All offer opporyou are through with Army ROTC, tunities for solid leadership experience,
you'll be· ready for go-anywhere-do-any- putting you a step ahead in any job
thing command.
market-military or civilian.
Make ·your first step now . See the
As a second lieutenant, you 're in
charge! On a specific job, you could . Professor of Military Science on your
have 30 to 40 people working for you, campus.

BE ALL YOU CAN ·aE.

Both equipped with air conditioning, fuel injection, electronic
ignition, 5-speed overdrive transmissioQ, 4-wheel disc brakes,
radial tires and more . .

SAVE HUNDREDS
THIS WEEK ONLY
E
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Sand Lake Ro 1528Al
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c5 .
MAJOR JAMES D. HORNADAY

Chairman MILITARY SCIENCE Department

1406 Sand Lake Road Orlando· 855-9220

.
Orla_~do,

Florida 32816
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DAILY HAPPY HOUR ·
11 AM to 7 PM
2-FOR-1 DRINKS
$1 OFF ON PITCHERS

: $1 OFF . !
·iCONCERTSi
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MONDAY ••••••••••
•Big Screen·Football
•Quar.t Night $1. 75
TUESDAY • ~·•••·••• •
•Drink or Drown
8PMto12PM
G_irls $3/Guys $5
All You Can Drink!

ARMY
ROTC.

WITH

ORLANDO, FLA.

WEDNES.DAY••~• •.•••

• 25 ¢ Bar Drinks &
25¢ Drafts
7 PM to lOPM ·
THURSDAY•••••••••
• Ladfes Night
.
3 Free Drinks for Ladies

APPLICATIONS BEING TAKEN FOR
NIGHTTIME WAITRESSES & BARTENDERS

SU~DAY ••••••••••••

•Drink or Drown
8 PM to 12 PM
Girls $3/Guys $5
All You Can Drin_I<!

CALL 273_
- 9600

